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Errata 
Vol. 16 (1966) No. 2, correction to the article entitled “Duality and 
a Prbri Estimates in Markovian Optimization Problems,” by Wendell 
H. Fleming (pp. 254-279): 
R. W. Rishel has provided the following counterexample to Lemma 2.2, 
p. 260. Let Y(s,y) = ssin2rry +y(l -y), -1 <s < 1, 0 <y < 1. Any 
continuous approximation Y to the minimum will have to cross y = 4 and 
hence for some S, Y(s, Y(S)) > a, whereas the minimum of ?J’ over y is 
nonpositive. 
Lemma 2.2 was used in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2. These theorems 
are correct. Theorem 2.1 was essentially proved in reference [6]. Indeed, if 
g1 denotes the class of measurable controls Y with values in the control 
set K, then [6, Theorem 1] there exists Y* E g1 minimizing +r(s, X) simul- 
taneously for all (s, .z) EQ. Then c#* = $r* . If Y1, Ys ,... is any sequence 
in g tending to Y* almost everywhere, then $+, tends to &+ uniformly 
on Q [6, p. 1351. Thus the infimum of #Y(s, X) in the class g of Lipschitz 
controls with values in K is the same as the minimum in q/1 , which proves 
Theorem 2.1. 
This reasoning also shows that given E > 0 there exists YE ‘8’ such that 
#s, x) < $r(s, x) < +(s, x) + c for all (s, X) EQ. 
In the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.2, choose Y in this way rather 
than by Lemma 2.2. Then 
44 l(r)) + ,fL dt d E{hK &I)) + fL dt} 
= Yw, 4 < d(s, 4 + 5 
which proves theorem 3.2. 
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